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Harris Corporation is a leading technology innovator, solving customers’
toughest mission-critical challenges by providing solutions that connect,
inform and protect. Harris supports government and commercial
customers around the world. Learn more at harris.com.
The culturally and economically diverse
Asia Pacific region shares many common
challenges. These include securing
thousands of miles of vulnerable coastline
and borders, guarding against threats to
safety and security, and developing the
infrastructure essential for continued
economic growth. Helping customers
meet these needs is the mission of Harris
Corporation’s Asia Pacific (APAC) business.

With about 240 employees, 11 locations,
and regional headquarters in Singapore,
the company’s APAC operations are
easily accessible and available, forming
the hub for Harris’ expanding business in
the region. These locations are managed
and staffed by local individuals who have
a comprehensive understanding of the
unique needs and challenges of customers
in the region.

ADVANCED HARRIS SOLUTIONS
FOR ASIA PACIFIC CUSTOMERS
Harris delivers high-value solutions
across APAC with diverse, broad-based
capabilities including sales, research
and development, engineering,
manufacturing, sustainment and
comprehensive support services. The
company is committed to operational
and customer excellence as an integral
part of its business strategy.

• Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps
• Maritime Domain Awareness
• Special Forces, Border and Port Security

CIVIL/NON-MILITARY
• Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs)

• Police, Fire and Rescue Transportation
• Space Agencies

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Harris' Falcon tactical radios deliver
secure communications and create
a foundation for high-performance,
networked systems that address command
and control, border security, counterterrorism, disaster relief, narcotics
interdiction, maritime domain awareness
and other applications. Night vision
devices integrated with radios and tactical
networks enable soldiers to receive texts,
alerts or images directly into the goggle’s
display while allowing commanders to
see what soldiers see. Customers also are
turning to Harris for integrated, multispectral situational awareness solutions
that blend radars, sonars and sensors to
help defeat current and emerging threats
along maritime borders.

Harris' solutions connect systems and
operations across regions to provide
secure, scalable air traffic growth. They
improve communications, increase
capacity, reduce carbon emissions and
enhance situational awareness.

The company's range of advanced,
defence-related products and
systems includes:

Harris designs advanced technologies that
capture, analyze and visualize data from
every altitude to improve understanding
of weather and climate and enhance Earth
observation. Harris electro-optical
payloads and sensors are on
next-generation weather systems such
as Japan's Himawari weather satellites.

®

DEFENCE/MILITARY

• Airlines and Airports

DEFENCE SOLUTIONS

• C4I Systems, Tactical Radios

HARRIS FACILITIES IN ASIA PACIFIC

• Night Vision Equipment
• Undersea Systems

• Singapore, Philippines, Malaysia

• Radar

• Australia
• Japan
• Taiwan
• Hong Kong

• System Wide Information Management
• Air Traffic Optimization and Airport
Operations Management

WEATHER AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SENSING

• Spaceborne Weather and Climate
Sensors and Payloads

• ISR Systems

• Ground Processing and Distribution

• Suspension and Release Systems

• Weather Data Analytics

• Robotics
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• Voice Communication Systems

• Electronic Warfare Systems

• Tactical Air Traffic Management

• India

• Telecommunications Infrastructure
and Services

PUBLIC SAFETY AND PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS
Harris' trusted communications for first
responders include radios, dispatch
systems, network switching and
management, and station and site
equipment.

GEOSPATIAL SOLUTIONS
Harris provides geospatially-based
analytics, insights and answers with
automated tools that make sense of
geospatial data overloads. Harris’
Geiger-mode LiDAR sensor collects highresolution data faster and more cost
effectively than traditional sensors.
• Geospatial Analytics – ENVI®,
SARscape®, IDL®
• Custom Geospatial Software Solutions
• Nationwide Mapping (LiDAR)
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